A microfluidic bioreactor for increased active retrovirus output†
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Retroviruses are one of the most commonly used vectors in ongoing gene therapy clinical trials. To evaluate and advance virus production on the microscale platform, we have created a novel microfluidic bioreactor for continuous retrovirus production. We investigated the growth kinetics of a retroviral packaging cell line in microfluidic bioreactors for several compartment sizes, and packaging cells perfused in the microdevices showed similar growth kinetics to those cultured in conventional static conditions. To evaluate the efficiency of retrovirus production, virus titers from the microdevices were compared to those obtained from static tissue culture. When retrovirus production and collection were maintained at 37 °C, virus production levels were comparable for the microdevices and static tissue culture conditions. However, immediate cold storage downstream of the packaging cells in the microdevices resulted in 1.4- to 3.7-fold greater active virus production levels with the microdevices compared to the conventional static conditions over a 5 day period. Lastly, the use of microfluidics for virus production provides a continuous supply of virus supernatant for immediate infection of target cells or for preservation and storage. Such devices will be valuable for the optimization of production and evaluation of retrovirus and other viral vectors for gene therapy applications.

Introduction

Retroviruses remain one of the most commonly used vectors in gene therapy clinical trials to date, comprising nearly 25% of all ongoing trials.1 Due to its ability to deliver genes permanently into target cells, a retroviral vector was used to treat patients with advanced melanoma in the first human gene therapy trial, in 1989.2 Retroviruses have also played critical roles in the success of more recent gene therapy clinical trials.3–5 However, the short half-life of retroviruses, ranging from 4 to 9 h at 37 °C,6–8 limits the maximum titers achievable for these vectors. As a result, the challenges of retrovirus production and purification represent two major technical barriers to their clinical progress.9–11 Retroviral vectors are produced by packaging cells that are typically fibroblast derivatives containing DNA plasmids to express specific viral gene products.12,13 With reports on the production of retroviral vectors indicating a strong dependence of viral titer on culturing conditions,8,14 it would be desirable to have a high throughput platform for optimizing virus production and treatment conditions, which is otherwise labor-intensive and time-consuming using conventional tissue culture methods.

Microfabricated devices and microfluidics are expected to have an immense impact in the near future, with researchers exploring their applications in broad areas of biology and medicine.15–17 Compared to conventional cell culture methods, microsystems offer unique advantages of smaller reagent volumes, shorter retention times, and the possibility of parallel processing and analysis. The micron scale components enable a higher degree of control over environmental conditions, which may also enable one to provide a more physiologically relevant platform that mimics the in vivo cellular microenvironment.18 In light of these advantages, we aimed to adapt retrovirus production to the microscale platform and assess the feasibility of using microsystems for identifying improved culturing conditions. Previously, microfluidics has been applied to generate gradients of virus in solutions,19 dielectrophoretic capture and imaging of viral particles on microelectrodes,20 and cell micropatterning has been used to observe virus propagation and infection in cell arrays.21

We hypothesized that a microfluidic bioreactor would enable the seeding of packaging cells at a very high surface to volume ratio and allow us to attain better-controlled microenvironments for rapid and reproducible evaluation of various culturing conditions, not possible with static methods, to improve the production of retroviral vectors. Further, the use of a microfluidic bioreactor for virus production would generate a continuous stream of freshly-produced virus-containing medium at the outlet for immediate use, e.g., transduction of target cells, or for preservation and storage. Here, a novel microfluidic bioreactor was designed and fabricated for continuous production of retroviral vectors in a commercially available packaging cell line. The effects of channel height, shear stress, and perfusion on the packaging cell growth and viral activity were investigated, and these results were compared to cell growth and virus production from conventional static cell culture conditions.
Materials and methods

Device design and fabrication

A microfluidic device with 8 parallel channels (per channel: 30 × 2.5 mm) was designed for the study of virus production (Fig. 1A). Three different channel heights were tested (50, 100, and 150 μm) to consider the effect of compartment size and shear stress on cell growth and virus production. The devices were fabricated using the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) soft lithography technique.22 Briefly, the masks were drawn using AutoCAD 2002 and printed on transparencies with 20 000 dpi resolution (Fineline Imaging, Colorado Springs, CO, USA), and masters were created using a negative resist SU-8 (Microchem Inc., Newton, MA, USA) on silicon wafers using UV photolithography. PDMS devices were molded from the masters using the two-part Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer (Dow Corning, Midland, MI, USA). Inlets and outlets were punched through the devices using a sharpened needle (NE251PL, Small Parts Inc., Miami Lakes, FL, USA). The PDMS devices were treated with oxygen plasma (50 W, 2% O₂, 25 s), bonded to glass slides, and heated (100 °C, 10 min) to achieve permanent bonding. Tygon tubings (TGY010, Small Parts Inc., Miami Lakes, FL, USA) were inserted in the inlet and outlet holes.

Device seeding and cell culture

Devices were UV sterilized overnight, and coated with fibronectin (25 μg ml⁻¹; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 2 h at 37 °C. Channels were then seeded with PT67-GFP packaging cells (Clontech Laboratories Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA), producing replication-deficient murine leukemia virus (MLV) retroviruses harboring the green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter gene. The cell culture medium was Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium (DMEM; Gibco BRL, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone Labs Inc., Logan, UT, USA), 100 U ml⁻¹ penicillin and 100 μg ml⁻¹ streptomycin (Gibco BRL), 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma) and 25 mM HEPES (Sigma).

Different cell densities were used to seed devices with different channel heights, in order to obtain the same number of cells attached on the device surface. Namely, 2 × 10⁶ cells ml⁻¹ were used to seed devices with 50 μm channel height, 1 × 10⁶ cells ml⁻¹ for devices with 100 μm channel height, 1 × 10⁶ cells ml⁻¹ for devices with 100 μm channel height.
height, and $0.67 \times 10^6 \text{ cells ml}^{-1}$ for devices with 150 $\mu$m channel height. This led to the same degree of confluency after cell attachment. The seeded devices were incubated overnight at 37 °C, in 10% CO$_2$ atmosphere, and the perfusion initiated the following morning. Continuous flow of medium was controlled by a multichannel syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA) set at 2 $\mu$l min$^{-1}$ for all microdevice experiments. Devices were monitored daily for cell growth by phase contrast microscopy. For the static control, 2 ml of $5 \times 10^5 \text{ cells ml}^{-1}$ were used to seed the PT67-GFP packaging cells in a conventional 6-well tissue culture plate (Dow Corning). The virus-containing media were collected daily, and virus samples were frozen and stored at −80 °C until use. The cell number was determined by treating the cells with trypsin (Gibco, BRL), redispersing the cells in 1 ml medium, and counting the cells with a hemocytometer. Coating the tissue culture plates with fibronectin did not affect cell growth or virus titer compared to the untreated 6-well plates.

**GFP transduction assay**

NIH 3T3 cells (CRL-1658; ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were used to evaluate the transduction efficiency of the PT67-GFP virus samples from the microdevices and static tissue culture conditions. Briefly, thirty thousand 3T3 cells in 1 ml medium per well were plated in a 12-well flat bottom tissue culture dish (Dow Corning). The next day, the medium was replaced with 1 ml fresh medium containing 100 $\mu$l viral solution and 8 $\mu$g ml$^{-1}$ polybrene (Sigma). After overnight virus exposure, the medium was replaced with fresh virus-free medium and cells were cultured for another day. Infected cells expressing GFP were observed by a Zeiss Axiosvert 200 M inverted microscope. Quantitative evaluation of virus infection was performed by flow cytometry for GFP on a Coulter EPICS ALTRA flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL, USA).

**Results and discussion**

**Cell growth and cell morphology**

The 50, 100, and 150 $\mu$m channel height microdevices and the 6-well static culture plate were seeded to obtain a similar level of confluency after cell attachment to the surface. PT67-GFP packaging cells were ~40% confluent the day after seeding, in both the microdevices and the 6-well plates. After 5 days of perfusion, the cells in the microdevices and in the static culture reached nearly 100% confluency (Fig. 1B). The total number of cells was determined at each day in the microdevices and static cultures (Fig. 1C). The doubling time of the packaging cells was approximately 24 h for all the configurations tested. However, little growth was observed for cells in the microdevices during the first 24 h. This may reflect the time needed for the cells to adapt to the microfluidic device or may be related to nutrient transport issues. While the total number of packaging cells was highest in the 6-well static tissue culture plate throughout the 5 day period, the cell densities were similar in the 6-well plate and microfabricated flowing systems (Fig. 1D). The data show that the rate of proliferation of packaging cells in the microdevices and in the 6-well plate were comparable, indicating that packaging cell growth was not adversely affected by the flow or culture in the microfluidic device. The cell morphology was also similar in the microdevice and static culture conditions, as depicted in Fig. 1B.

Cell proliferation appeared to be independent of the microdevice channel height when the flow rate was held constant at 2 $\mu$l min$^{-1}$. With the Navier–Stokes equation for Newtonian fluid flow between parallel plates ($\tau = 6\eta Qh^2/b$; for shear stress $\tau$, dynamic viscosity $\eta$, flow rate $Q$, channel height $h$, and channel width $b$), we estimated the shear stress on the packaging cells in the 50, 100, and 150 $\mu$m height microdevices to be 0.03, 0.07, and 0.003 dyn cm$^{-2}$, respectively. These values are much lower than the reported values of 50 to 60 dyn cm$^{-2}$ for 3T3 fibroblasts to detach from glass substrates.$^{23,24}$ Thus, the PT67-GFP packaging cell morphology and proliferation were insensitive to the change in shear stress over the range of shear stresses investigated in our study.

**Virus production in microfluidic devices at 37 °C**

After establishing that packaging cell proliferation and morphology were maintained in the microdevices, we quantified the viral titer and production rates in the microfluidic devices and compared it to the 6-well plate. Cells were cultured in the microdevices at 37 °C, and virus-containing supernatant was continuously harvested for 24 h collection periods and then frozen and stored at −80 °C. With a constant flow rate of 2 $\mu$l min$^{-1}$, the total volume of viral supernatant collected from each microdevice per 24 h period was 2.9 ml. The viral titers from the 50, 100, and 150 $\mu$m height microdevices were ~15 to 46% of the titers from the 6-well plates over the 5 day period (Fig. 2A). Viral titers for the microdevices plateaued at ~3 $\times$ 10$^5$ IU ml$^{-1}$ (IU = infectious units), while titers in the 6-well plates plateaued at ~1.3 $\times$ 10$^6$ IU ml$^{-1}$. Viral titers were independent of the shear stress in the microdevices, which is consistent with the packaging cell proliferation kinetics described above and in Fig. 1.

When calculating viral production rates, we take into account the cell number and total volume of virus collected to obtain the number of infectious viral particles produced per cell per day (IU $\text{cell}^{-1}\text{ day}^{-1}$). The higher virus titer in the static cultures is due to both the differences in the cell number and the fluid volume. The static cultures generate 2 ml of virus supernatant per day, while the microfluidic devices generate 2.9 ml. Additionally, the microdevices contain fewer virus producer cells than the static cultures (Fig. 1C). After adjusting for these two factors (fluid volume and cell number), the viral production rates in the microdevice were closer to those in the 6-well plates (Fig. 2B). Viral production levels averaged 1.0 IU $\text{cell}^{-1}\text{ day}^{-1}$ for the static 6-well plate and 0.6 IU $\text{cell}^{-1}\text{ day}^{-1}$ for the microdevices over the 5 day period. The somewhat lower production rates observed in the case of the microdevices may be due in part to the adsorption of viral particles to the walls of the channels, as the hydrophobicity of PDMS has been reported to cause protein adsorption.$^{15,25}$ In a preliminary study, we observed that producing retrovirus in a microdevice with perfusion medium consisting of DMEM with 10% FBS, penicillin and streptomycin resulted in a significant reduction of bioactive virus or viral proteins, due to adsorption to the PDMS channels. Adding 1% BSA to the perfusion
medium was shown to reduce viral adsorption to the channels by more than 60% (data not shown). Even though BSA was found to inhibit adsorption, some degree of viral protein adsorption to the PDMS channels still occurred. This remaining adsorption may explain the difference in virus production rate compared to the static cell cultures.

**Virus production in microfluidic devices with cold storage compartment**

A primary benefit of utilizing microdevices and microfluidics is that it allows precise control over the inlet and outlet flow streams, and compartmentalization of on-chip and off-chip processes. Retroviruses are known to degrade rapidly at 37 °C,6–8 and it has been reported that low temperature storage can slow viral degradation kinetics and hence increase the half-life of the virus.7,26 Consequently, we sought to reduce virus degradation and improve viral production efficiency by connecting the outlet stream from the microdevice to a low temperature preservation compartment, for immediate cold storage. Packaging cells were cultured as previously described and the virus-containing media was continuously transported to a downstream cold storage area (10–0 °C) throughout the 24 h collection period (Fig. 3A). This arrangement, which is not readily feasible with conventional tissue culture methods, was found to increase the viral titer considerably, to levels comparable to or greater than titers from the 6-well plates (Fig. 3B). The conventional tissue culture virus samples were harvested after 24 h intervals as before. Viral titers for microdevices with immediate cold storage plateaued at \(1.6 \times 10^6\) IU ml\(^{-1}\) after 3 days of perfusion, representing a 5-fold increase over titers from microdevices without cold storage. Furthermore, viral production levels for the microdevices with cold storage (averaging 2.5 IU cell\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\)) were 1.4- to 3.7-fold greater compared to virus production in the static conditions over the 5 days (Fig. 3C). Thus, with the use of microdevices and control over the flow, the active virus production efficiency of the PT67 packaging cells was markedly improved by incorporating a low temperature collection compartment to slow virus degradation.

**Future directions**

To facilitate our ongoing studies, aimed at incorporating microfluidic virus production and transduction processes for more useful on-chip applications, we performed a simple experiment to detect the transduction of target cells in a microdevice. A 150 μm channel height microdevice was seeded with 3T3 target cells and incubated overnight. The following day, medium containing virus was introduced into the microdevice at a constant flow rate of 2 μl min\(^{-1}\). Two days later, infection of 3T3 target cells could be easily observed under a fluorescence microscope (Fig. 4). With these tools at hand, it is now feasible to integrate virus production with multiple transduction chambers for further optimization of virus production or for the study of virus degradation or maturation with newly produced virus samples generated continuously from the microfluidic bioreactor (Fig. 4). We also envision creating a mutant virus population in the microdevice production compartment to efficiently screen the mutants for infection of numerous cell types at once, in multiple downstream transduction compartments. Moreover, viral transduction of cells in microdevices may be used to more aptly study and model viral targeting or infection dynamics for viruses in flowing liquids, such as viruses in the bloodstream. Microvalves27 can be introduced to provide continuous perfusion and precise downstream control of the viral medium. It would be advantageous to design the system to mimic natural conditions for examining virus adsorption, binding, penetration, and transduction in diverse physiological settings.

**Conclusions**

In this study, we have successfully demonstrated the production of retroviruses in a microdevice with the commercially available PT67 packaging cell line. The similar growth kinetics of packaging cells in the microdevice and in the static culture has implications for further optimization of the culturing and treatment conditions for retrovirus production. In addition, the microfluidic bioreactor makes available a continuous outlet stream of virus supernatant for immediate storage/preservation or for infection of target cells. This work also provides guidance for the development of an integrated cell
culture and analysis system, which may be useful for the production and evaluation of bioactive retroviruses and other viral vectors for gene therapy applications.
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